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"The way I see it, every life is a pile of good things and bad things. The good things 
don't always soften the bad things but vice versa, the bad things don't always spoil the 
good things or make them unimportant." 
-The Doctor
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Preface of Personal Philosophy 
 This preface serves almost as a disclaimer of sorts, one that attempts to explain 
and clarify both my writing styleandthe nature of the pieces addressed herein. I prefer to 
take a lighthearted view of life and treat it appropriately. When the only possible ending 
is death, regardless of your actions and the choices you make, the only thing left to do is 
find the humor in ever having existed in the first place. Therefore, facing oblivion both 
before you and behind you, it only makes sense not to take things too seriously. Being 
overly serious only makes life more stressful and difficult; so, if it all ends the same way, 
why not make it easier on yourself? For me, this philosophy applies to art more so than 
to any other aspect of our lives. To take art too seriously is as grave a mistake as taking 
life too seriously. Not only does it defeat the purpose, but it makes it less enjoyable, 
because art is just like life: ultimately pointless, but monumentally important. 
 I have faced no particular hardship in my life. My family is supportive of my 
decision to pursue a career in art, in fact my father was the one who first suggested it, 
something I know that not everyone in a similar situation to mine can say. I did not 
grow up trying to rebel against an authority or a religion I did not agree with, nor did I 
face adversity or admonition from my peers for being different. Admittedly my parents 
did go through a messy divorce, but they worked things out and got back together. 
Truthfully, my life has been marked by what some would call remarkably good luck and 
I have found that everything just seems to have a way of working out if you let it. 
 So the art I make and my desire to create does not come from a place of pain or 
anguish or anger, which is something I know to be true about many artists throughout 
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history and even many of my own peers. Instead I believe it comes from that 
aforementioned sense of the fantastically grim comedy of life and the parallels between 
life and art.It comes from my attempts to view life objectively, as a sort of witness to the 
world. This ultimately leads to my belief that, objectively speaking, reality is hilarious. 
Life is hilarious. The fact that the only thing we are really required to do after we are 
born is die is the ultimate punch line.That is our only responsibility.Humor is 
everywhere, but sometimes it has to be pointed out. 
 When these sortsof thoughts first dawned on me I feared it would drive me more 
and more towards a cynical view of the world, but it was quite the opposite. For 
example, I have a very difficult time being happy for the success of others. I absolutely 
hate to know that anyone is doing better than I am and will actively try to downplay his 
or her accomplishments. I do not like that I do this and I certainly try to be happy for 
other people especially my friends and family when they do or achieve something 
noteworthy, but I never truly do. I can, however, placate myself with the knowledge that 
everyone, from the richest to the poorest, are all headed towards the absolute equality of 
nonexistence. No accomplishment in the world will let you live forever. You may be 
remembered, of course, but even that fades eventually. This line of thinking both 
downgrades and upgrades anything we do. Anything achieved in the face of eventual 
overarching emptiness is impressive and the blow of any mistake made is softened by 
the knowledge that in the end, it would seem to me that the most important thing was 
that we ever lived at all. That is Hilarious. In my opinion, just having lived makes life 
worthwhile. Understanding that cosmic joke, instead of making me more cynical like I 
feared, gave me a way to cope more easily with my own shortcomings such as jealousy. 
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 Living at all in the face of certain death is amazing. If this is all the time we get 
then the fact that anyone gets out of bed in the morning impresses me. To know that it 
all ends the same way regardless of what we do makes the world very interesting. 
Everyone and everything goes away, so it is fascinating to see how people spend their 
time, myself included. Minor things take on huge importance in the short term. We have 
to deal with things now or else it will be too late! But if we wait too long then they will 
have never mattered at all.  
 Commercial art as a career path seems like a logical extension of this philosophy. 
It is something so completely unnecessary that you cannot imagine a world without it. 
People would buy food, necessities, and other things they need regardless of branding, 
but commercial art is there to say, "No, no! Don't buy that food, buy this food! It's so 
much better!" Best of all, however, is that all aspects of commercial art (posters, package 
design, branding, advertising) make people buy things they do not need, things for 
which they have no concrete use.Materialism, and the competition that drives it, creates 
an imaginary necessity. At some point in trying to advertise their products to the 
masses, the promises made begin to outweigh reality. In our society you still have to 
have the basics: food, water, shelter, and love, but you also have to have things. Things 
make us who we are and what we are. It is not just our particular society, of course, it is 
the modern world. Everyone in every advanced nation needs things,  although we are 
probably the poster child for it. The global economy is driven by things. Things we have 
to have. We fill our lives with things because in the end, in the absolute end, we have 
nothing. In this way commercial art and the thingfulness it creates seem like a 
subconscious desire to ward off nothing. "I have all these things! I can't die!"  
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 Advertising props up the fake reality with which we protect ourselves. It gives us 
new things to want, new things we need. That is what we do. We use things to build a 
wall between us and failure, between nothingness and us. We are our things and 
commercial art tells us what things we should be next. Everything is a thing. The things 
we do, the things we buy, the things we need, the things we are, and society is the 
biggest 'thing' of all, they are all part of a constructed reality meant to give us order and 
purpose in what I would ultimately consider a beautifully pointless world. Commercial 
art and advertising are major pillars in supporting the idea of society and things.  
 This might, on the surface, seem like a longwinded and unnecessary diatribe with 
little to no bearing upon either the body of work covered or the nature of this writing, 
however, I feel a strong understanding of who I am translates into a better 
understanding of my art. That applies to myself as well. If I know who I am, then I know 
where I am going even if I do not know exactly what I am doing in the meantime. I take 
art as seriously as I take life, with a manic combination of complete disregard and utter 
obsession.  
Introduction on the Importance of Lies 
 Everybody lies. Everybody. The fact that everyone lies, however, is by no means a 
judgment; it is a good thing, a necessary thing. As far as I am concerned lying is the very 
foundation of our society. Nobody in the world tells the truth all the time, not because 
they are trying to be malevolently deceitful, of course, but out of necessity. Like the old 
adage says, the truth hurts. That is, in essence, the very heart of this body of work. 
Everyone tries so hard to not only convince others that the truth is a moral imperative, 
but also to convince themselves. Earth survives because it has an atmosphere;Mars 
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hasnothing standing between it and the full of force of the Sun. A world full of truth is 
like life on Mars: much too harsh to survive. Were no one to ever lie again (conditioned 
as we are to not only ignore, but also to accept and expectthe small falsehoods that 
surround us at all times), the sheer force of that unbridled honesty would tear the very 
fabric of society apart.  We have to staple our rose-colored glasses on so that the world 
goes down a little smoother.We lie to support modern society's obsession with things. 
We lie to support our reality because the lie is our reality. Deceit has become true and 
truth as been relegated to the world of fiction. People prefer it that way and I cannot say 
I blame them.  
 But truth and lies go hand in hand and the line between them is blurred. All lies 
and nothing is real. All truth and the world is too harsh. We as a society unconsciously 
(or perhaps not so unconsciously) maintain a very careful balance of deception and 
clarity.  We have to know the truth to appreciate the lies and vice versa. In a world full of 
lies, an occasional truth can be refreshing. The world we imagine is a far better place 
than the world we live in and if everyone accepts the Lie and treats it as true, how is it 
different than the actual truth? And if people do not believe the truth they are told or 
refuse to accept it, how is it different than a lie? Truth and lies become intertwined and 
our reality requires both.  
Sarsaparilla, Snake Oil, and Real Estate 
 The initial inspiration for all of the pieces in this body of work can be directly 
traced back to two sources. The first of which occurred at work. My main task for that 
day was to take real estate photos taken during the winter and make them look as if they 
had been taken during the spring or summer. Overall, it was a fairly straightforward 
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process. I turned the grass green, made the sky a more vibrant blue, and adjusted trees, 
as well as smaller things like editing out trash and cleaning up the houses' facades. It 
was during this session of minor photo-manipulations that it dawned on me I was 
making lies. Everything I was doing was intended to deceive people. The only difference, 
I realized, was that these were the kind of lies about which no one would get upset. This 
ultimately led to one final realization that pretty much everything is a lie, or at least 
everything in regards to commercial art. These are lies with which everyone is okay. 
They accept the lie like a con that everyone in the consumer world is in on. 
 Thinking back on previous job assignments it was clear that this had always been 
the case. For example, a significant portion of my work up to that point had been book 
covers. Now, some of these books were not what you would consider literary 
masterpieces, some of them were quite awful, but it did not matter. Every book has to be 
treated like the magnum opus of a famous author because despite always being told not 
to judge a book by its cover, everyone does. Everything is judged by its cover. In such 
cases I still needed to make it look like a fantastic book, just like I needed to make the 
houses look more appealing. That is what people expect and what they need. They want 
the house they are buying to be pristinely positioned in a beautiful field of verdant grass 
because even if it never looks that way in reality, they still saw it. 
 The other preliminaryfont of visual inspiration came from a relatively unlikely 
source. In the videogame Fallout: New Vegas1, there is a popular beverage called Sunset 
Sarsaparilla whose ever-present posters adorn many of the walls within the game. When 
I first began this body of work, my mind inexplicably returned to that one poster. The 
                                                           
1
Fallout: New Vegas, developed by Obsidian Entertainment and published by Bethesda Softworks, 2010. 
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spaghetti western-style nature of the game coupled with the old west connotations that 
are associated with sarsaparilla, resulted in the cardinal work in this series:Professor 
Jerkin's 100% Natural Snake Oil.  
 
 
Professor Jerkin's 100% Natural Snake Oil compared to the piece that served as its 
main inspiration. 
 
 The actual visual similarities are few, but present: large and straightforward type, 
a feeling of being both flat but with dimension provided by shading, a strong central 
figure displaying the "product," and of course an overall western motif. The main 
similarity lies in the spirit of the piece. While this is not, in any capacity, a dissertation 
on the vices or virtues in modern videogame design, it should be noted that the trend 
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has been, at least in my experience, that designers are putting more and more effort into 
the environment of the game and all the background elements that work together to 
create a much more believable world than ever before. The same can certainly be said 
about Fallout: New Vegas, which has a remarkably complete world space, so even 
though Sunset Sarsaparilla is not an actual product, it cannot be said that the piece has 
gone unconsidered. It is clear that the poster goes beyond being well designed, but 
draws from historical inspirations as well. From this admittedly unconventional 
jumping off point, I found my way back through time to more historical figures. 
Mucha, Cappiello, and Cassandre: The Gang's All Here 
 The poster has a special place in my heart. For me it represents the venerable 
roots of true commercial art. In The 20th Century Poster, artist and author Mildred 
Friedman states: 
 "In the printed poster form and content are united, as the message 
is primary. Yet posters reflect many of the same philosophical and stylistic 
attitudes that underlie the more esoteric art forms, and on occasion their 
visual force transcends their practical function."2 
I could not agree with that statement more. It is the purest form of advertising in my 
opinion. It is a physical object whose sole purpose is to sell you something. Even though 
they contain advertisements, magazines have other uses, television and radio do not 
broadcast just commercials, and even billboards can be put to other purposes, but a 
                                                           
2
Ades, Dawn, Robert K. Brown, and Mildred S. Friedman. The 20th-century Poster: Design of the Avant-garde. 
(New York: Abbeville, 1984) 7 
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poster ad is a something that becomes part of your world and must be dealt with or 
confronted.3 
 With my newfound insight into the inherently deceptive nature of all commercial 
art and working my way backwards down a road that started with a videogame, I began 
looking at some of my favorite artists in a brand new light. Golden-age poster art has 
always caught my eye. Early masters of the poster like Alphonse Mucha, Leonetto 
Cappiello, and A.M. Cassandrehad each inspired me in their own ways and for their own 
reasons, but now with some professional experience under my belt I could view them 
more through the lens of commercial art rather than fine art.  
 Alphonse Mucha is, by a large margin, my favorite artist. As "The Father of Art 
Nouveau" he spawned a truly unique artistic style whose influence is still felt today and 
that is amazing. The beautiful flowing forms, heavy outlining, and delicate filigree all 
come together to create a timeless aesthetic that has always appealed to me. I have, 
however, never attempted to recreate that style myself. This was for a couple of reasons. 
First, I never felt like I could do not only the style, but the artist, justice, and it never felt 
like the correct way for me to make art. Second, I quickly realized, viewing his work as a 
piece of effective commercial art, that it was really the theory behind his work that 
fascinated me. Mucha, as well as other golden age poster masters, rarely focused on the 
product itself, frequently giving it little importance in the piece as a whole; instead they 
sought to sell an idea or a lifestyle to be associated with the product. 
 Pieces like Job Cigarettes and St. Louis Exhibition and so many others by Mucha 
boil down to "Look at this pretty girl! Now do this thing!" with that "thing" being 
                                                           
3
Hutchison, Harold Frederick. The Poster; an Illustrated History from 1860. (New York: Viking, 1968) 
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anything from buying a product to attending a show. The work, however, goes far 
beyond mere advertisement. These artists did not simply "slap together" work, each 
piece has been carefully considered and is both beautiful and functional. Jiri Mucha, 
Alphonse Mucha's son, explained that his father's views on art were "deceptively simple. 
'I do not want to be an artist if it should mean creating art for art's sake...for it is the 
function of art to light man on his way'…he was convinced that he could convey a deeper 
significance than the actual purpose of the drawing." Mucha's work was meant to be 
functional, but thoughtful, all while retaining its mass appeal.4 
 
Alphonse Mucha - Left: Job Cigarettes 1898, Right: Biscuits Lefevre Utile 1896 
 
 Alphonse Mucha may hold the title of "The Father of Art Nouveau", but Leonetto 
Cappiello is widely regarded as "The Father of Advertising." He was a major source of 
                                                           
4
Mucha, Jiri, Maria Henderson, and Aaron Scharf. Alphonse Mucha. (New York City: St. Martin's Press, 1974) 22 
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innovationand a driving force behind advertising and poster design becoming both a 
widespread and an accepted art form. All the things I loved about Mucha's work show 
up in Cappiello's: strong central figures, little reference to the actual product, and the 
selling of an idea.5 Cappiello provides a larger source of visual inspiration on my work 
than Mucha and has a more direct influence on the design of several of the pieces, most 
notably Good Old-Fashioned Fraud. 
 
Leonetto Cappiello - From Left to Right: MaurinQuina 1906, Pates Baroni 1921, and 
Contratto 1922 
  
 A.M. Cassandre, whose actual name was Adolphe Jean Marie Mouron, completes 
the holy trinity of poster masters. Cassandre has had arguably the most influence on my 
work of the three. Art Deco itself has always been a very appealing style to me with its 
sharp lines, angular gradients, and stylized figures and forms and Cassandre epitomizes 
the style, especially in regards to advertising. His work is particularly eye-catching, too. 
"Cassandre assumed that an indifference to advertising's message was the natural state 
of the man in the street. He always insisted that his posters were meant to be seen by 
                                                           
5
"LEONETTO CAPPIELLO (1875 - 1942)." Leonetto Cappiello. <http://www.cappiello.fr/anglais/index.htm>. 
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people who do not try to see them."6 The innate in-your-face style of Art Deco is alluring 
both as an artistic choice as well as an effective form of advertising. It is impossible to 
ignore and conveys its message efficiently and enthusiastically. These artists serve as the 
structural foundation for not only my work, but also my artistic philosophy. 
Oil Paintings 
 This body of work, which I have entitledOil Paintings to be purposefully 
misleading, has become far more important to me than I ever anticipated.Even the 
name of the body of work (and subsequently the show in which it appeared) is 
important, but not serious, and, just like the show, it is significant yet nonsensical. 
Anyone who knows me would realize that I would never willingly create a body of work 
comprised entirely of oil paintings. Furthermore, it should seem peculiar that someone 
would name an exhibition full of oil paintings Oil Paintings,and yet people unfamiliar 
with me or my work accept that it is surely a collection of paintings. If it says that it is oil 
paintings, why not believe it? It is another example of people readily accepting an 
outright and obvious lie.Not only has its creation resulted in my own personal growth 
and exploration of my artistic direction, tendencies, and style, but it has also lead to 
several pieces of which I am particularly proud. They are an amalgam of all my artistic 
influences and a physical manifestation of my personal philosophies.This was, without a 
doubt, a major learning process as well. The pieces, both the images presented here and 
those in the actual exhibition, are presented in chronological order to show not just a 
gradual change in style, but the changing influences that occur.  
                                                           
6
"A. M. Cassandre." Art Directors Club. Web. <http://www.adcglobal.org/archive/hof/1972/?id=296>. 
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 After the initial exploration that resulted in Snake Oil,cameFlïm Flam. Now, after 
gaining more of a feel for the concept that was driving me as well as having researched 
more about early poster artists, I attempted to create a believable advertisement for a 
fictional and non-represented product. Whereas Snake Oil actually shows the product 
with its simplistically depicted bottle of the supposed "snake oil", Flïm Flam shows 
nothing and only hints at an actual product, just like the posters of the artists I admire. 
 
Is more Flam a good thing? 
 
 Not only is this the original Flïm Flam, suggesting that there are other variants on 
the product, but it also contains more Flam.  With flimflam of course being another type 
of deception, just like selling snake oil, it seemed only appropriate to advertise it in a 
self-contradicting and deceptive way. How can it be the original kind if it has more flam 
added? The process itself had evolved from Snake Oil as well. Rather than doing 
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detailed sketches and finishing the design of the character on paper beforehand, I did 
only very brief sketches and then jumped in from there. Almost every art teacher in any 
discipline will tout the importance of thumbnails, but I have very little patience for such 
things. This was the last in the series that I drew anything on paper before starting the 
actual piece and even then those sketches were rough at best. In a world full of 
computers where any piece of digital art has an almost completely plastic nature, if I can 
do it on a computer I will. I attempt to start the final image right from the start, as I find 
things that do not work, I change them. Working in a fully digital way allows not only 
complete control, but also a great degree of freedom as there are no undo's in the 
physical world.  
 
Left - the extent of my sketches, Right - initial Illustrator design 
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 This timeI had more of a clear idea of how I wanted the finished piece to look. 
Whereas that creationary process of Snake Oil was an exploration, this one was a 
refinement. As soon as I could even halfway picture the Viking character I immediately 
set about recreating it in Adobe Illustrator. Any details that I felt unnecessary to include 
on paper were filled in digitally and adjusted accordingly. The rest of the piece flowed 
from there and I went with what worked. The character led to the color choices and the 
layout. That in turn lead to what I deemed to be as close to the correct font as I could 
find and proceeded to edit it until I felt it was right. For me art should always be about 
how it feels and whether it feels right. I am a believer in letting things flow naturally 
from the imagination and trusting in your artistic "gut". Hopefully what you create will 
feel just as right to the viewer as it did to you.The rest of the images each followed suit. 
Their creation began with finding creative synonyms for lying. The process was the 
same, but became increasingly streamlined as I went. Soon no preliminary sketches 
were needed at all. I worked out the ideas directly in Illustrator and transferred them to 
Photoshop for the final stages. 
 Good Old-Fashioned Fraud is unmistakably influenced heavily by the 
aforementioned work of Cappiello and his bold, light-colored text on a darker ground. A 
central figure seemingly suspended in non-grounded space is another hallmark of his 
work. The archetypal maid figure in Fraud, while stylistically different from Cappiello's 
figures in that it follows the same aesthetic conventions as the rest of my pieces, has the 
same intended purpose. It works to both distract and entice the viewer, more so than 
any of the figures in the rest of this body of work.With the broad smile, classic "French 
maid" outfit, and the overly exaggerated features I endeavored to create a "mascot" of 
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sorts that was both appealing and comical. A figure that can be understood as a 
caricature, but that was not outside the realm of possibilities for actual mascots, 
something I had also attempted with both Snake Oil and Flïm Flam. 
 
Highly influenced by Cappiello 
 
 New visual influences then began to invade my work, art deco in particular. More 
geometric shapes began finding their way into the later pieces. Much like Art Nouveau, I 
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had always admired Art Deco aesthetics, but had never attempted to emulate them. 
Now, however, I found that my work was beginning to organically take on a more Art 
Deco feel. The last three pieces all show an increasing amount of Art Deco influence with 
False Hope being completely consumed by the style. 
 
The first real visual influences from Art Deco show up in Lies and Half-Truths and an 
especially heavy influence from Cassandre's Dubo Dubon Dubonnet(shown below). 
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Dubo Dubon Dubonnet A.M. Cassandre, Lithograph, 1932 
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Deception is also heavily influenced by Cassandre's work. Both the basic shape as well as 
the strong emphasis on symmetry are inspired by his Normandie print.  
NormandieA. M. Cassandre, Lithograph, 1935 
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False Hope is more directly influenced by Art Deco than any of the other pieces, but not 
by any specific piece. 
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How Deep the Rabbit Hole Goes 
 Jean Baudrillard, a twentieth century philosopher and social theorist, proposed 
that the world has essentially been replaced by a false, constructed imitation of itself and 
I am inclined to believe him. Baudrillard referred to this subtle substitution of the world 
by a simulation of a more perfect world with his theory of the simulacrum. His theories, 
however, serve less as inspiration and more as vindication. They reinforce the ideas I 
had already stumbled upon and expounded upon them in ways I may never have. 
 In his essay Simulacra and Simulations Baudrillard sums up the basic idea of the 
simulacrum with the example of Disneyland. Disneyland, he explains, is far more real 
than the world around it. "Disneyland is presented as imaginary in order to make us 
believe that the rest is real, when in fact all of Los Angeles and the America surrounding 
it are no longer real, but of the order of the hyperreal and of simulation."7Disneyland 
was created with the intent of it being an imagination-fueled place, a microcosm of fun, 
where people could feel like children again. In essence, it was to be a simulation of 
childhood. It was meant to distract those inside from the "real world" they would have to 
face outside, but has become a perfect simulation of our false world rather than a farce. 
Disneyland and the other similar such parks that dot the area around Los Angeles all 
work to hide the fact that the city itself is nothing, it is just a mask with no face behind it. 
In the case of Disneyland it is the childishness of the world that is hidden away and 
replaced. While in amusement parks and their like, people happily assume that 
childishness is relegated to these few predefined areas and that the rest of the world is 
adult and full of serious matters. 
                                                           
7
Baudrillard, Jean, and Mark Poster. Jean Baudrillard: Selected Writings. (Oxford: Polity, 2001) 173 
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 Baudrillard diligently differentiates between the terms feign, dissimulate, and 
simulate. To feign is simply to pretend that something is real when it is not and to 
dissimulate is to hide the fact that something is real. Simulation, however, is the key to 
the idea of simulacrum. Simulation mimics the real.8When someone pretends to be sick, 
they are merely feigning illness, but when that same person brings about real symptoms, 
then it is simulation. Baudrillard makes the point, then, that if a simulator can create 
symptoms as real as brought about by an actual disease, what makes them false? This, 
he says, is the hyperreal. The hyperreal is that seductive world of simulations so 
convincing that the only difference between them and reality is their origin.9 So if an 
individual develops stomach pains from some actual illness or wills his stomach to hurt 
so as to simulate illness, does his stomach not still hurt either way? 
 So too is the world of commercial art. Any lie accepted as the truth and treated as 
the truth is essentially no different than the truth. Empty promises, deception, outright 
lies; these all exist abundantly in the world of advertising. While all these things do work 
to sell products, that is not the deeper reason they have become common practice. We 
need them to convince ourselves that the world is the way we think it is.The most 
obvious example is food packaging. Everyone knows that food does not look the same in 
reality as it does on the package, but sensible people don't complain. They just accept it 
as part of life. And they accept it because it makes it seem like they are buying a higher 
quality product and that in turn makes them feel better about their reality. The 
preferred simulation of reality eventually comes to not only replace the reality it mimics, 
                                                           
8
Baudrillard, Jean. "Simulacra and Simulations: The Precession of Simulacra." The European Graduate School - 
Media and Communication - Graduate & Postgraduate Studies Program. The European Graduate School. 
<http://www.egs.edu/faculty/jean-baudrillard/articles/simulacra-and-simulations-i-the-precession-of-simulacra/>. 
9
Baudrillard, Jean, and Mark Poster. Jean Baudrillard: Selected Writings. (Oxford: Polity, 2001) 167-168 
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but also to destroy it. When only the accepted and convincing simulation is left, it 
becomes the truth and there is no going back.10 
 The simulation becomes preferable to reality. Consumers would rather believe 
that what they see is what they get, that even our fast-food restaurants serve gourmet 
burgers that look picture-perfect each time. The fact that the actual food they receive 
looks nothing like the food in the picture is irrelevant because that first idea or mental 
image is still in their mind, that is if they bother to notice at all.  
 Unlike Baudrillard, who only begrudgingly accepts reality's replacement by the 
"hyperreal", I cherish the simulacrum, because the hyperreal world we live in now is far 
more interesting. Good advertising or packaging can make a good product great and an 
awful product acceptable. When accepted or indulged in, the preferential hyperreality 
improves the perceived quality of the world. Commercial art, and all that is perpetuated 
by it, literally makes the world a better place, but it does not come without its risks. A 
world pieced together from lies can be dangerous. To thrive at all, we must allow 
ourselves to know and recognize the lies around us and exercise caution when the world 
gets too gray to tell black from white.  
The End 
 This process has been fun, which, as far as I am concerned, means it was 
successful. In the end I do not know if I have really grown from the experience, though, 
as much as I have been myself further in the same direction. I doubt very much that this 
will be the last time I explore the idea of inherent deception in commercial art because 
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not only is it a rich vein of material, it is also an interesting one.One thing I am sure of, 
however, is that graphic design is most certainly the correct direction for me. 
  My work, despite my efforts to actively be a part of the deception, actually 
works in opposition to all the aspects of commercial art that I am highlighting. I have 
made truthful art about deception. Rather than perpetuating the lie, I have instead 
stripped it of its disguise, removed the mask, if you will, to reveal that there is no face 
underneath. In celebrating the inherent deception of the world, my work denies that 
deception and presents the truth, or at least a truth. But how best to classify this work? 
Post-modern art can essentially be described as art that rebels against, or comes after 
(hence the 'post'), modernism.11 Technically my works could fall into that category. I do 
not know, however, if it could be said that I am working in the spirit of post-modernism, 
as I am hardly rebelling, but am merely reflecting upon modern trends in commercial 
art and approaching them in way that makes sense to me.  
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